How Test Discipline is Related to Requirement, Analysis
and Design Discipline
How test discipline is related to requirements discipline
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The aim of testing discipline is to perform the object evaluation to ensure the quality. Test
discipline validates the system against the requirements, ensuring that the system works
properly. Testing discipline shows all the activities you may go through to produce a set of test
artifacts. Requirements discipline involves finding, maintaining and managing requirements for
the business application. The business models developed are key inputs to business modeling
discipline. Requirement discipline defines scope of the system, technical constraints and
provides the initial base for estimating cost and the schedule. The test discipline takes place
after getting inputs from the requirement discipline such as planning iteration, basic cost
estimation and providing the scope of the environment. The requirements discipline captures
requirements for the software product and those are the primary inputs for identifying what tests
to perform.
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The main purpose of this requirement discipline is to understand the problem to be solved. What
user really wants or understanding what the stakeholder needs. To define the requirements for
the solution means what the system must do. The purpose of needs discipline is to determine
and maintain agreement with the purchasers and alternative stake holders on what the system
is going to do and to produce the higher understanding the needs of the system to the
developers. The use case model is a communication medium and may function a contract
between the client, the users, and therefore the system developers on the practicality of he
system, that permits customers and users to validate that the system can become what they
expected and system developers to make what to be expected. The vision document includes
an outline of what options are going to be enclosed.

How test discipline is related to Analysis and Design disciplines
Analysis and design disciplines basically change the requirements into design so to evolve a
robust architecture for the system. The test discipline is mainly related to the Analysis and
Design discipline in many mays such that it determines the good design for the software
product. The purpose of research style discipline is to remodel the necessities into a design of
the system to be and adopt the lack to match the implementation’s surroundings. The analysis
and style discipline are mainly bothered with the establishing whether the system as visualized
is possible. The test discipline is related to the analysis and discipline in many ways such that it
determines the good design for the software product. It also acts as an important input for
identifying what tests must be performed. The goal of the discipline is to determine how the
system will be realized. The design model is an abstraction of the source code which is the
blueprint of how the source code is written.
The test discipline acts in several respects as a service provider to the analysis and testing
discipline. Some of the related aspects are like proving the validity of the assumptions made in
design and requirement specifications through concrete demonstration, validating the software
product functions as designed, validating that the requirements have been implemented
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appropriately. The analysis and design discipline get its input from requirements. The flaws in
the use case model can be found in this discipline. The purpose of this analysis and discipline is
to transform all the given requirements into the design. It also acts as a blueprint of how the
source code is structured. To develop a robust architecture for the system and to adapt the
design to match the implementation environment, designing it for the performance.
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